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QUESTION 1

Which three options are available to migrate an Oracle database 12.x from an on-premises environment to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Leverage OCI Storage Gateway asynchronous database migration option. 

B. Use Oracle Data Pump Export/Import to migrate the database. 

C. Configure RMAN cross-platform transportable tablespace backup sets. 

D. Setup OCI schema and data transfer tool with Bare Metal DB Systems as the target. 

E. Create a backup of your on-premises database In OCI DB Systems. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/mig-onprembackup.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working as a solution architect with a global automotive provider who is looking to create a multi-cloud solution
They want to run their application tier in Microsoft Azure while utilizing the Oracle DB Systems In the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). What is the most fault tolerant and secure solution for this customer? 

A. Create an Oracle database in OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) and connect to the application tier running In
Microsoft Azure over the Internet. 

B. Create a FastConnect virtual circuit and choose Microsoft Azure from the list of providers available to setup Network
connectivity between application tier running in Microsoft Azure Virtual Network and Oracle Databases running In OCI
Virtual Cloud (VCN) 

C. Use OCI Virtual Cloud Network remote peering connection to create connectivity among application tier running in
Microsoft Azure Virtual Network and Oracle Databases running in OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). 

D. Create a VPN connection between the application tie, running in Azure Virtual Network and Oracle Databases
running In OCI Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). 

Correct Answer: C 

Oracle and Microsoft have created a cross-cloud connection between Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and Microsoft Azure
in certain regions. This connection lets you set up cross-cloud workloads without the traffic between the clouds going
over the internet. you can connect your VNet and VCN so that traffic that uses private IP addresses goes over the
crosscloud connection. For example, the following diagram shows a VNet that is connected to a VCN. Resources in the
VNet are running a .NET application that access an Oracle database that runs on Database service resources in the
VCN. The traffic between the application and database uses a logical circuit that runs on the cross-cloud connection
between Azure and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. The two virtual networks must belong to the same company and not
have overlapping CIDRs. The connection requires you to create an Azure ExpressRoute circuit and an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure FastConnect virtual circuit. 

 

QUESTION 3
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An online Stock trading application is deployed to multiple Availability Domains in the us phoenix-1 region. Considering
the high volume of transactions that the trading application handles, the company has hired you to ensure that the data
stored by the application available, and disaster resilient. In the event of failure, the Recovery lime Objective (UK)) must
be less than 2 hours to meet regulator requirements. Which Disaster Recovery strategy should be used to achieve the
RTO requirement In the event of system failure? 

A. Configure hourly block volumes backups through the Storage Gateway service. 

B. Configure hourly block volumes backups using the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Command Line Interface (CLI) 

C. Store hourly block volumes backup to NVMe device under a compute instance and generate a custom Image every 5
minutes. 

D. Configure your application to use synchronous master slave data replication between Availability Domains. 

Correct Answer: B 

You can use the CLI, REST APIs, or the SDKs to automate, script, and manage volume backups and their lifecycle.
Planning Your Backup The primary use of backups is to support business continuity, disaster recovery, and long-term
archiving requirements. When determining a backup schedule, your backup plan and goals should consider the
following: Frequency: How often you want to back up your data. Recovery time: How long you can wait for a backup to
be restored and accessible to the applications that use it. The time for a backup to complete varies on several factors,
but it will generally take a few minutes or longer, depending on the size of the data being backed up and the amount of
data that has changed since your last backup. 

Number of stored backups: How many backups you need to keep available and the deletion schedule for those you no
longer need. You can only create one backup at a time, so if a backup is underway, it will need to complete before you
can create another one. For details about the number of backups you can store 

 

QUESTION 4

A global retailer has decided to re-design its e-commerce platform to have a micro-services architecture. 

They would like to decouple application architecture into smaller, independent services using Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). They have decided to use both containers and servers technologies to run these 

application instances. 

Which option should you recommend to build this new platform? 

A. Install a kubernetes cluster on OCI and use OCI event service. 

B. Use Oracle Container Engine for kubernetes, OCI Registry and OCI Functions. 

C. Use OCI Resource Manager to automate compute Instances provisioning and use OCI Streaming service. 

D. Use OCI functions, OCI object storage and OCI event service. 

Correct Answer: B 

Oracle Functions is a fully managed, multi-tenant, highly scalable, on-demand, Functions-as-a- Service platform. It is
built on enterprise-grade Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and powered by the Fn Project open source engine. Use Oracle
Functions (sometimes abbreviated to just Functions) when you want to focus on writing code to meet business needs. 
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Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Container Engine for Kubernetes is a fully-managed, scalable, and highly available service
that you can use to deploy your containerized applications to the cloud. Use Container Engine for Kubernetes
(sometimes abbreviated to just OKE) when your development team wants to reliably build, deploy, and manage cloud-
native applications. You specify the compute resources that your applications require, and Container Engine for
Kubernetes provisions them on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure in an existing OCI tenancy. 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has a Virtual Machine instance running in their Oracle Cloud Infrastructure tenancy. They 

realized that they wrongly picked a smaller shape for their compute instance. They are reaching out to you 

to help them fix the issue. 

Which of the below options is best recommended to suggest to the customer? 

A. Delete the running instance and spin up a new instance with the desired shape. 

B. Change the shape of instance without reboot, but stop all the applications running on instance beforehand to prevent
data corruption. 

C. Change the shape of the virtual machine instance using the Change Shape feature available in the console. 

D. OCI doesn\\'t allow such an operation. 

Correct Answer: C 
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You can change the shape of a virtual machine (VM) instance without having to rebuild your instances or redeploy your
applications. This lets you scale up your Compute resources for increased performance, or scale down to reduce cost.
When you change the shape of an instance, you select a different processor, number of cores, amount of memory,
network bandwidth, and maximum number of VNICs for the instance. The instance\\'s public and private IP addresses,
volume attachments, and VNIC attachments remain the same. 

 

QUESTION 6

A global retailer is setting up the cloud architecture to be deployed in Oracle Cloud infrastructure (OCI) which will have
thousands of users from two major geographical regions: North America and Asia Pacific. The requirements of the
services are: 

* 

Service needs to be available 27/7 to avoid any business disruption 

* 

North American customers should be served by application running In North American regions 

* 

Asia Pacific customers should be served by applications running In Asia Pacific regions 

* 

Must be resilient enough to handle the outage of an entire OCI region 

A. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Failover steering policy 

B. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Geolocation steering policy. Health Checks 

C. 

OCl DNS, Traffic Management with Geolocation steering policy 

D. 

OCl DNS,\\' Traffic Management with Load Balancer steering policy, Health Checks 

Correct Answer: B 

GEOLOCATION STEERING Geolocation steering policies distribute DNS traffic to different endpoints based on the
location of the end user. Customers can define geographic regions composed of originating continent, countries or
states/ provinces (North America) and define a separate endpoint or set of endpoints for each region. Combine with
Oracle Health Checks to fail over from one region to another 
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QUESTION 7

Which three scenarios are suitable for the Oracle Infrastructure (OCI) Autonomous transaction Processing Server less
(ATP-S) deployment? 

A. well established, online auction marketplace is running an application where there is database usage 24? but also
has peaks of activity that the hard to predict when the peaks happen, the total activities may reach 3 times the normal
activity level 

B. A small startup is deploying a new application fen eCommerce and it requires database to store customers\\'
transactions the team b of what the load will look like since it is a new application. 

C. A midsize company is considering migrating its legacy on premises MongoDB database to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). The database has significantly higher workloads on weekends than weekdays 

D. A developer working on an Internal project needs to use a database during work hours but doesn\\'t need It during
nights or weekends. the project budget requires her to keep costs low. 

E. A manufacturing company is running Oracle E-Business Suite application on premises. They are looking to move this
application to OCI and they want to use a managed database offering for their database tier. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

MongoDB is a cross-platform document-oriented database program. Classified as a NoSQL database 

 

QUESTION 8
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You are responsible for migrating your on premises legacy databases on 11.2.0.4 version to Autonomous Transaction
Processing Dedicated (ATP-D) In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As a solution architect, you need to plan your
migration approach. Which two options do you need to implement together to migrate your on premises databases to
OCI? 

A. Use Oracle Data Guard to keep on premises database always active during migration 

B. Retain changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views In the on-premises databases. 

C. Use Oracle GoldenGate replication to keep on premises database online during migration. 

D. Convert on-premises databases to PDB, upgrade to 19c, and encrypt Migration. 

E. Retain all legacy structures and unsupported features (e.g. taw U>Bs) In the onuses databases for migration. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Autonomous Database is an Oracle Managed and Secure environment. A physical database can\\'t simply be migrated
to autonomous because: 

-

 Database must be converted to PDB, upgraded to 19c, and encrypted 

-

 Any changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views must be removed 

-

 All legacy structures and unsupported features must be removed (e.g. legacy LOBs) GoldenGate replication can be
used to keep database online during migration 

 

QUESTION 9

Your company will soon start moving critical systems Into Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) platform. 

These systems will reside in the us-phoenix-1and us-ashburn 1 regions. As part of the migration planning, 

you are reviewing the company\\'s existing security policies and written guidelines for the OCI platform 

usage within the company. you have to work with the company managed key. 

Which two options ensure compliance with this policy? 

A. When you create a new compute instance through OCI console, you use the default options for "configure boot
volume" to speed up the process to create this compute instance. 

B. When you create a new block volume through OCI console, select Encrypt using Key Management checkbox and
use encryption keys generated and stored in OCI Key Management Service. 

C. When you create a new compute instance through OCI console, you use the default shape to speed up the process
to create this compute instance. 

D. When you create a new OCI Object Storage bucket through OCI console, you need to choose "ENCRYPT USING
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CUSTOMER-MANAGED KEYS" option. 

E. You do not need to perform any additional actions because the OCI Block Volume service always encrypts all block
volumes, boot volumes, and volume backups at rest by using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm with
256-bit encryption. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Block Volume Encryption By default all volumes and their backups are encrypted using the Oracle-provided encryption
keys. Each time a volume is cloned or restored from a backup the volume is assigned a new unique encryption key. You
have the option to encrypt all of your volumes and their backups using the keys that you own and manage using the
Vault service.If you do not configure a volume to use the Vault service or you later unassign a key from the volume, the
Block Volume service uses the Oracle-provided encryption key instead. 

This applies to both encryption at-rest and in-transit encryption. Object Storage Encryption Object Storage employs
256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) to encrypt object data on the server. Each object is encrypted with its
own data encryption key. Data encryption keys are always encrypted with a master encryption key that is assigned to
the bucket. Encryption is enabled by default and cannot be turned off. By default, Oracle manages the master
encryption key. However, you can optionally configure a bucket so that it\\'s assigned an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Vault master encryption key that you control and rotate on your own schedule. Encryption: Buckets are encrypted with
keys managed by Oracle by default, but you can optionally encrypt the data in this bucket using your own Vault
encryption key. To use Vault for your encryption needs, select Encrypt Using Customer-Managed Keys. Then, select the
Vault Compartment and Vault that contain the master encryption key you want to use. Also select the Master Encryption
Key Compartment and Master Encryption Key. 
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QUESTION 10

You want to automate the processing of new Image files to generate thumbnails. the expected rate is 10 

new files every hour. 

Which of the following is the most cost effective option to meet this requirement in Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Upload files to an OCI Object storage bucket. Every time a file is uploaded, an event is emitted. Write a rule to filter
these events with an action to trigger a function in Oracle Functions. The function processes the image in the file and
stores the thumbnails back in an Object storage bucket. 

B. Upload files to an OCI Object storage bucket. Every time a file is uploaded, trigger an event with an action to
provision a compute instance with a cloud-init script to access the file, process it and store it back in an Object storage
bucket. Terminate the instance using Autoscaling policy after the processing is finished. 

C. Build a web application to ingest the files and save them to a NoSQL Database. Configure OCI Events service to
trigger a notification using Oracle Notification Service (ONS). ONS invokes a custom application to process the image
files to generate thumbnails. Store thumbnails in a NoSQL Database table. 

D. Upload all files to an Oracle Streaming Service (OSS) stream. Set up a cron job to invoke a function in Oracle
Functions to fetch data from the stream. Invoke another function to process the image files and generate thumbnails.
Store thumbnails in another OSS stream. 

Correct Answer: A 

You can invoke a function that you\\'ve deployed to Oracle Functions by triggered by an event in the Events service
when update the Object storage to fetch the data then the function can process the File and store back to Object
storage 
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QUESTION 11

You are working as a security consultant with a global insurance organization which is using Microsoft Azure Active
Directory (AD) as identity provided to manager user login/passwords. When a user logs in to Oracle Cloud infrastructure
(OCI) console, it should get authenticated by Azure AD. Which set of steps are required to configure at OCI side in order
to get it enabled 

A. Setup Azure AD as an Enterprise Application, map Azure AD users and groups and policies to OCI groups and
users 

B. Setup Azure AD as an Identity Provider, Import users and groups from Azure AD to OCI, set up IAM policies to
govern access to Azure AD groups 

C. Setup Azure AD as an Enterprise Application, configure OCI for single sign-on, map Azure AD groups to OCI groups,
set up the IAM policies to govern access to Azure AD groups 

D. Setup Azure AD as an Identity Provider, map Azure AD groups to OCI groups, set up the IAM policies to govern
access to Azure AD groups 

Correct Answer: D 

Federating with Microsoft Azure Active Directory To federate with Azure AD, you set up Oracle Cloud Infrastructure as a
basic SAML single sign-on application in Azure AD. To set up this application, you perform some steps in the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Console and some steps in Azure AD. Following is the general process an administrator goes
through to set up the federation. Details for In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, download the federation metadata document.
In Azure AD, set up Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Console as an enterprise application. In Azure AD, configure the Oracle
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Cloud 

Infrastructure enterprise application for single sign-on. 

In Azure AD, set up the user attributes and claims. 

In Azure AD, download the Azure AD SAML metadata document. 

In Azure AD, assign user groups to the application. 

In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, set up Azure AD as an identity provider. In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, map 

your Azure AD groups to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure groups. In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, set up the IAM 

policies to govern access for your Azure AD groups. Share the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure sign-in URL 

with your user 

 

QUESTION 12

You are part of a project team working in the development environment created in OCI. You have realized that the CIDR
block specified for one of the subnet in a VCN is not correct and want to delete the subnet. While deleting you are
getting an error indicating that there are still resources that you must delete first. The error includes the OCID of the
VNIC that is in the subnet. Which of the following action you will take to troubleshoot this issue? 

A. Use OCI CLI to call "GetVnic" operation to find out the parent resource of the VNIC 

B. Copy and Paste OCID of the VNIC in the search box of the OCI Console to find out the parent resource of the VNIC 

C. Use OCI CLI to delete the VNIC first and then delete the subnet 

D. Use OCI CLI to delete the subnet using --force option 

Correct Answer: A 

VCN, it must first be empty and have no related resources or attached gateways To delete a VCN\\'s subnets, they must
first be empty. Note: When you create one of the preceding resources, you specify a VCN and subnet for it. The
relevant service creates at least one VNIC in the subnet and attaches the VNIC to the resource. The service manages
the VNICs on your behalf, so they are not readily apparent to you in the Console. The VNIC enables the resource to
communicate with other resources over the network. 

Although this documentation commonly talks about the resource itself being in the subnet, it\\'s actually the resource\\'s
attached VNIC. If the subnet is not empty, you instead get an error indicating that there are still resources that you must
delete first. The error includes the OCID of a VNIC that is in the subnet (there could be more, but the error returns only a
single VNIC\\'s OCID). You can use the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure command line interface (CLI) or another SDK or
client to call the GetVnic operation with the VNIC OCID. The response includes the VNIC\\'s display name. Depending
on the type of parent resource, the display name can indicate which parent resource the VNIC belongs to. You can then
delete that parent resource, or you can contact your administrator to determine who owns the resource. When the
VNIC\\'s parent resource is deleted, the attached VNIC is also deleted from the subnet. If there are remaining VNICs in
the subnet, repeat the process of determining and deleting each parent resource until the subnet is empty. Then you
can delete the subnet. For example, if you\\'re using the CLI, use this command to get information about the VNIC. oci
network vnic get --vnic-id
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